
Eve Lorgen sur la Terraformation 

 

I do think a kind of terraforming is being done. There is a researcher named Sophia 

Smallstorm who did an excellent presentation at a Conspiracy Conference back in the fall of 

2011 I think about the "morgellons, chemtrails and transhumanism agenda". She had lots of 

scientific evidence and it was quite chilling to say the least. I've had a couple of Morgellons 

clients who had abduction related experiences and I do think the alien agenda is part of the 

reason for chemtrails and nanotechnology and even morgellons disease. I think it has 

something to do with combining inorganic substances like silicon, aluminum, barium in a 

nano technology format that fuses with some organic things like red blood cells so that it can 

reproduce a basically inorganic nano particle sized life form. They see these awful 

Morgellons "skin fibers" that are comprised of strange material and inorganic and unknown 

composition that represent fibers seen on the dollar bills. 

I believe, based on some milab abductee testimonies that the combination of inorganic and 

organic life forms and DNA is an agenda to fuse these two for a kind of hybridization process 

that will allow greater amounts of alien DNA in our human genome. In one of Maarit's 

interviews she did say that she often saw Dracos (who are higher on the hierarchy level than 

reptilians) in nuclear silos. They like and need to be around high doses of radiation to 

manifest physically. She said, "they need radiation like we need air to breathe". It made me 

wonder about Fukishima and the chemtrails and Haarp combining to create a new 

environment. She also said she observed the Draco DNA and thought it was an inorganic 

kind of "quadrangle structure" made up of a stacked kind of arrangement of frequencies and 

tones which act as the "blueprint" for what is expressed in their being/body. She drew a 

picture of what she thought it looked like on one of my articles, I think it was the "Horus-Ra 

as the Archontic Alien Parasite" interview. 

"If we will have transumanism and terraforming, I believe its due to the agenda of the 

Archonis who want us to become more like them, all parasited and robotized with 

manipulated genetics and chemical/biochemical modifications which enhance total 

enslavement. The more disconnected we become from our own organic divine Anthropos 

model of the human experiment, and from the interactive connectivity with the Earth 



Mother Sofia, the easier it is to manipulate and completely enslave all of us. So they want to 

anyway. But according to the Gnostic tratates the correction for this problem is taking place 

now and it requires our own connection and interaction with the Earth/Sofia magic 

consciousness itself. This is what I believe anyway. I figure the root cause of all the anit life 

agendas is due to Archontic mind parasites and off world ET false Gods who started the 

whole "master race theory" of the chosen people. " 


